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Introduction

This system translates basic English descriptions of 
objects in a simplistic zoo environment into plausi-
ble, three-dimensional, interactive visualizations of 
their positions, orientations, and dimensions.  It 
combines a semantic network and contextually 
sensitive knowledge base as representations for 
explicit and implicit spatial knowledge, respectively. 
Its linguistic aspects address underspecification, 
vagueness, uncertainty, and context with respect to 
intrinsic, extrinsic, and deictic frames of spatial ref-
erence.  The underlying, commonsense reasoning 
formalism is probability-based geometric fields that 
are solved through constraint satisfaction.  

The architecture serves as an extensible test-and-
evaluation framework for a multitude of linguistic 
and artificial-intelligence investigations.

Interpret

Four knowledge-based linguistic issues must be 
addressed for any interpretation [5]:
● underspecification  (lack of complete details in a descrip-

tion) requires commonsense world knowledge
● vagueness  (imprecise nature of details) requires knowl-

edge defining a range of plausible interpretations
● uncertainty  (lack of commitment to particular interpreta-

tions) requires knowledge of preferences
● context  (different interpretations of objects in certain 

combinations) requires knowledge to identify the patterns

The knowledge base with this information is an 
inheritance hierarchy of 108 concepts, mostly 
animals and plants:

Each concept contains relevant knowledge for its 
spatial interpretation, such as general spatial 
characteristics (does it have a face?), prototypical 
dimensions, and contextually appropriate geometric 
constraints.

Linking the objects in the semantic network to their 
concepts in the knowledge base produces a rich, 
tangled network of meaning for semantic and 
pragmatic interpretation:

Reason

Geometric constraints are defined as circular fields 
of wedges and rings that specify where other objects 
may appear with respect to the object in their 
center.  Each field has two complementary parts that
specify the legal positions (a-b) and the preferred 
positions (c-d) [4,7,1,6]:

Position and orientation fields use wedges:

Distance fields use rings:

Field intersections specify legal and preferred 
locations; e.g., the cactus is in front of  (a, blue 
wedge)  and near  (a, red ring)  the elephant.  In 
particular, the higher locations in (b) are more likely.

Extended examples further illustrate the process:

Field diameters are contextually determined by the 
prototypical dimensions of concepts:

Depict, Infer, and Augment

Running nondeterministic constraint satisfaction 
over the probability distributions of the fields 
produces any number of valid interpretations, which 
can be depicted in various forms:

Finally, querying the positions in every object pairing 
with respect to their fields generates numerous 
implicit commonsense spatial relationships from the 
description [5]:

Examples

Object dimensions affect context:
a) The turtle is near the elephant
b) The elephant is near the turtle

Multiple, simultaneous constraints:
The dog is south of the tree and near the panther; the 
panther is to the right of the dog; and the elk is next 
to the maple tree and near and facing away from the 
small pond

Read

The input comes in a packaged form called a 
vignette.  It contains the properly formatted English 
text, as well as the configuration for any 
experiments to run.

The text is transformed into a semantic network, 
which is more convenient to manipulate:

Examples

Some effects of context:
a) The raft is in the lake
b) The hippo is in the lake
c) The hippo is in the raft, and the raft is in the lake

Inclusion and exclusion for circular boundaries:
a) The horse is inside the corral
b) The zebra is outside the corral

Intrinsic and deictic interpretations:
a) The tree is in front of the dog
b) The dog is in front of the tree

Side means either left or right:

The dog is to the side of the gorilla
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The scene contains a tree, a zebra named Zeus,
  and a giraffe.
Zeus is in front of the giraffe.
Zeus is at the fringe of the tree.

The giraffe is in front of the tree.
The giraffe is big.

The tree is in front and left of the giraffe.
The tree is small.
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a b c d

tree southwest-of world-center
tree far-from world-center
tree local-in-front-of giraffe
tree local-in-front-left-of giraffe
tree global-in-back-of giraffe
tree global-directly-in-back-of giraffe
tree north-of giraffe
tree directly-north-of giraffe
tree outside giraffe
tree near giraffe
tree has-more-height giraffe
tree has-less-width giraffe
tree has-less-depth giraffe
tree local-in-front-of zeus
tree local-directly-in-front-of zeus
tree global-left-of zeus
tree west-of zeus
tree outside zeus
tree near zeus
tree has-more-height zeus
tree has-less-width zeus
tree has-less-depth zeus

giraffe south-of tree
giraffe directly-south-of tree
giraffe at-fringe-of tree
giraffe facing tree
giraffe has-more-width tree
giraffe has-more-depth tree
giraffe has-less-height tree
giraffe south-of world-center
giraffe far-from world-center
giraffe local-left-of zeus
giraffe local-in-front-left-of zeus
giraffe global-in-front-left-of zeus
giraffe southwest-of zeus
giraffe outside zeus
giraffe midrange-from zeus
giraffe facing zeus
giraffe directly-facing zeus
giraffe has-more-height zeus
giraffe has-more-width zeus
giraffe has-more-depth zeus

zeus east-of tree
zeus at-fringe-of tree
zeus facing tree
zeus directly-facing tree
zeus has-more-width tree
zeus has-more-depth tree
zeus has-less-height tree
zeus south-of world-center
zeus far-from world-center
zeus local-in-front-of giraffe
zeus local-directly-in-front-of giraffe
zeus global-in-back-right-of giraffe
zeus northeast-of giraffe
zeus outside giraffe
zeus near giraffe
zeus has-less-height giraffe
zeus has-less-width giraffe
zeus has-less-depth giraffe

world-center global-in-back-of giraffe
world-center north-of giraffe
world-center at-fringe-of giraffe
world-center global-in-back-of zeus
world-center north-of zeus
world-center at-fringe-of zeus

Conclusion

This test-and-evaluation framework has proved itself 
effective in interpreting a wide range of real-world 
concepts.  It addresses limited, yet very practical, 
contextual aspects of language and space.  It also 
generates substantial inferred knowledge about 
spatial descriptions, which can be useful for other 
applications [4,5].a b c
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Frames of Spatial Reference

English uses three frames of reference to describe 
the world [2,3].  Properly interpreting a description 
depends on selecting the correct one:

● intrinsic / object-centered
the tree is in front of the giraffe

● deictic / viewer-centered
the giraffe is in front of the tree

● extrinsic / environment-centered
the giraffe is in front of the tree 
as seen from the zebra
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